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Playas Extendidas – Beach Extensions: A proposal in which streets are reclaimed by sandy beaches. The problems caused by car-centric 
culture are confronted and erased by the extension of the beach.  

Plan Común, a practice based in Santiago Chile, an architecture firm comprised of Felipe de Ferrari, Diego 
Grass and colleagues, was founded in 2012. The partners had been professional collaborators for 6 years 
prior on two architectural media projects, 0300TV and OnArchitecture. 
The firm, in addition to participating in commissions and competitions, is developing an ongoing and rig-
orous speculative project called Público – Privado (Public-Private). Público – Privado consists of a series of 
distinct and siteless conceptual “cases” of design prototypes. All of these cases are public space interventions 
into urban fabric.  The cases vary widely -- in their scale and formal expression, and their potential to be 
realized. Some involve buildings or open air structures, and some involve only interventions into the ground 
plane, or a manipulation of topography. Some are dreamlike and fantastical, others are surprisingly prag-
matic, and even could be inexpensive to build. The common thread that unites all of the cases is that they are 
a formal manifestation of a stance against a neoliberal assault on public space. 

Público – Privado “Evolved from a very practical necessity”  said Diego Grass, one of the partners of Plan 
Común. “What we wanted to have is an a priori position toward the public space that could be used in a va-
riety of conditions.” The firm found that with the fast pace of competitions and commissions, there was often 
little time to fully develop the conceptual side of each project. Público – Privado began as a repository of 
ideas that the firm could delve into as needed, repurpose and tailor to the specific context of the project. The 
project has since evolved from its utilitarian roots into something that can stand alone as a cohesive whole. 
However, the firm is resolutely not precious about each of the discrete cases. They adapt and mix them, use 
bits and pieces of them in proposals. Furthermore, a couple of the cases have evolved into projects that will 
be built in the future. The firm has plans to develop one of the cases, a cemetery as occupiable public ameni-
ty, into an intervention in the Cementerio General de Santiago, one of the largest cemeteries in Latin Ameri-
ca. 



Baños Públicos : Ocio – Public Baths : Leisure: A proposal to move bathing as leisure into the public realm, to combat the privatization 
and seclusion of leisure activities in a space that is at once palyful, monumental and public

The project grew out of a context very 
specific to Chile, in which the assault on the 
public realm by private interests was carried 
out by a violent military dictatorship. The 
urgency of this reads in the explicitly polit-
ical stance of the projects.  However, Grass 
states, “We don’t want to frame it as a local 
issue, but something that can be shared as a 
resource by other architects.” In the 1980s, 
Chile was used as a laboratory for a group 
of conservative economists, where they 
tested a swift and total reorientation toward 
a neoliberal economy. Since then, far more 
economies have turned the way of Chile. 
Grass says, “what’s happening in Chile is 
not only local -- what you see in Spain or 
Greece is the privatization of social services 
that they have had for 50-60 years. People 
are even calling it a ‘Chileanization’ of the 
economy.” Chile’s unique position as testing 
ground gives the project a projective func-
tion as a repeatable and siteless model. As 
the rest of the world economy turns toward 
the Chilean model of austerity, privatization 
and deregulation, the ideas about protect-
ing public space from private interest put 
forth in Público – Privado will become ever 
more relevant and useful to designers. 

 Nueva Geografía – New Geography: This proposal seeks to subvert and un-
drmine prior urban logics and structures with the imposition of a artificial 
urban hills, made from soil and rocks. 



Plaza Autónoma – Autonomous Square: This proposal is a megastructure to be located in the desnset metropolis, that visually blocks 
out the surrounding buidlings at the street level. The interior is a circular grass space for tranqulity and leisure activiites.

Given that the cases are speculative, the representation of the projects is of particular importance.  All of 
the cases show representational consistency -- axonometrics are drawn in gray scale line-work, with simple, 
solid or lightly textured fills. Though many of the cases are developed just by the members of Plan Comun, 
for some of the cases, collaborators will send ideas, develop them with the firm through sketching and 
conversation, and the firm will draw them, for consistency’s sake. “Aesthetically we try to be as pragmatic as 
possible. With the axonometric, you show things from the outside, you don’t see the inside, which is usual-
ly the private space. This factored into why we made the decision to show everything in axonometric.”  As 
for the process, Grass says, “The text comes first -- we write, we email, we discuss and make hand sketches, 
and then we draw on Autoad.” Though Plan Comun shows a clear commitment to form, whether built or 
unbuilt, Grass is clear about the fact that context is of utmost importance as these projective and speculative 
projects become realities: “Give us time to show that this is not only form, then we have to think about the 
model, how to sustain it, who you have to fight with, to join forces with. We understand that it’s much more 
complex than just a drawing.” 

Cubierta Fotovoltaica / Photovoltaic Roof: A proposal for low density areas in which a public space is covered with a photovoltaic 
structure that provides both nigh lighting and shade for the daytime. On a larger site, the surplus solar energy could be used for other 
purposes. 



Contenedores Urbanos – Urban Containers: A proposal in which buildings are located strategically in the middle of certain streets to 
contain pedestrian-only space, as well as promote development with new units of higher density housing. 

Jardín Selvático – Wild Garden: This proposal seeks to reinhabit the city with wild vegetation, by demolishing hardscape and letting 
wild vegetation emerge. There will be no maintenence, no productive purpose, just purely for contemplation and aesthetic expereince. 


